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FADE TO:

SUPERIMPOSE:

“In the years that progress through the next decade, there 
shall be one native American who is holding a cure for the 
obesity. If found, obesity will be destroyed.”

INT. TRIBAL HUT - DAWN

We moved into the tribal hut where see Jong Jong, native 
American MAN with tattoos all his body. He sitting down in 
front of a fire. Next to him, with the same tattoo sitting 
Little boy, small 12 year old BOY with face that is very 
cute.

They both continue stare into fire until it explode. We see 
spirit of Grandma in there, she is a big woman.

JONG JONG
Grandmother! I had thought you had 
dead...

LITTLE BOY
Yes, grandmother. How are you is 
alive?

GRANDMOTHER
I am not, my children. For I am a 
spirit sent down by the moon fire. 
Are you aware of how I dead?

LITTLE BOY
No.

JONG JONG
No.

GRANDMOTHER
I had too much fat on my body. The 
pacific northwest spirits did not 
treat me as well as they should but 
alas, I am not human never more.

Little Boy is surprised but Jong Jong remains persevered.

JONG JONG
What would you like us to have?



GRANDMOTHER
I am give you the coordinates to 
the cure, but you warned, if you 
are not the chosen one, you will 
dead!

She laughs like mental asylum patient. Then suddenly, the 
fire before them explodes into lightning and then Grandma 
disappears.

Little boy studies his body and sees that he have no scars. 
He is very grateful. But when he looking to the side, he is 
seeing that Jong Jong has dead. The fire has burned him and 
he will not breathing. Little boy hugs him and he is cry very 
much.

LITTLE BOY
Brother! How can you leave me at 
such this moment! How will us find 
the moon fire now? If the cure of 
obesity isn't found, many people 
will dead.

Jong Jong vomits down blood, he punches Little boy tight, 
like he was his own son.

JONG JONG
Please, Toze, don’t let one that is 
ungrateful find a obesity cure. You 
will be regretted, okay?

LITTLE BOY
Yes, father!

JONG JONG
Okay, Toze, thanks, man. I am about 
to dead, please look this cure in 
the pacific northwest and then you 
can save the Grandma, okay?

Little boy begins to cry, he cannot hold it in and he takes a 
leaks everywhere, even on Jong Jong.

LITTLE BOY
Yes, sir!

JONG JONG
Thank you.

Jong Jong begins to shake very loudly and then he releases 
his last breath, he dies in Little boy’s hand.

LITTLE BOY
Noooooooooo!
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Little boy hugs on very tightly.

And because he is crying, a TRIBAL man hears him who is also 
very fat. He jumps into the hut like a thief and he is laugh.

FAT MAN
Ah, Toze. What seems is the 
problem?

LITTLE BOY
Hello, Mr. Jalo. Jong Jong has 
dead. But he is told me to find 
cure of obesity. 

Fat Man educates himself and see his body. He notices he is 
very big like Toze’s grandma.

FAT MAN
But, Toze. If you have find the 
cure, than I will be not so fat any 
more. How can I live with myself if 
this is happen?

Little Boy thinks very much.

FAT MAN (CONT’D)
See, even you, a little 12 year boy 
who has found miraculous discovery 
in the Pacific Northwest, which 
could alter mankind as we now know 
it, is not very certain of his 
precautions. Did you aware you are 
not see the precautions, hmmmm?

LITTLE BOY
Maybe not. But you are very fat and 
if I run, you will have heart 
attack.

FAT MAN
Exactly what have you mean Toze?

Little Boy laughs very grongly, and then Toze stands and 
kicks Fat Man in the fanny. Fat Man triples over and grabs 
his penis, it hurting very much.

FAT MAN (CONT’D)
You little boy! I will rascal!

LITTLE BOY
But how is you do this rascal? You 
are much fat and will never be able 
to run after me, okay? See, no 
precautions. So long, fat man!
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Little boy hits him in balls very much again, and he then 
kangaroo jumping out of there.

FAT MAN

EXT. ROAD - NORTH PACIFIC - NIGHT

The road is like one of Walking Dead. Little Boy is there and 
he is on horse.

LITTLE BOY (V.O.)
Now I have must travel far and fat 
to stop a obesity. But I am knowing 
that fat man will after me send 
those shiverings down my spine. It 
will be like a werewolf and he can 
suck the blood. I do not want to be 
for vampire, my name is Toze, and I 
will find for cure.

EXT. CENTURYLINK FIELD - NIGHT

The Americans play basketball and then Little Boy is also 
playing with them, and because he is on the horsing ride, he 
is taller than the black players. DEREK JETER sees him and he 
is very happy.

DEREK JETER
Hello, Toze. How are you?

Little boy scores a goal by dunking it from the three point 
line.

LITTLE BOY
Sorry, Derek Jeter. I had been 
playing on basketball. What is the 
answer you want of me? 

DEREK JETER
You are a very good player of 
basketball, why are you not on my 
team and on the enemy? If we shall 
be allies, we can get the world 
peace.

LITTLE BOY
But Derek Jeter, I will world peace 
by only by the cure for obesity.

Suddenly, everybody in the stadium for the screaming. Little 
Boy sees around the Americans and can for the cherry is that 
there all obese. They are very angry and begin to eat and 
throwing their MacGonalds and KFC at him.
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Little Boy then slaps the horse’s bum and the horse becomes 
the angry and the kicks him off. Because when he kick him, 
the horse then throw his feet and it hit Little Boy in bum.

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
Ahhhh! THE REVENGE!

And because the horse is like body builder, so hard the kick 
flies him out of stadium and into the beautiful mountains.

Toze lands with the upmost of hurt but luckily he will not 
dead.

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
Phew!

Little Boy then slowly but surely sees his jeans with none 
other than the MacGonalds france fries. He is about to eat 
because he is so tired and the hungry but then...

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
No! I must cannot! If I is eating 
them, how can the difference 
between I and obese people are? 
Huh?! Tell me!

With strength and nuclear power, he is able to stop them but 
he is also cannot stop looking at those france fries.

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
But they are looking so tasty! How 
must I stop myself!

And then suddenly but surely, a storm is coming disturbing 
the very beautiful NorthWest pacific of the USA. And then the 
france fries are fall out and the lightning will be hitting 
it very much.

So much that it is become on the fire and then it exploding 
once more like the fireworks and the spirit of Jong Jong is 
come. But this time, he is the different, he is the man your 
man could smell like.

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
Hello, Jong Jong. Thanking you for 
france fries destruction is wary 
helpful. I am forever independent 
to you.

JONG JONG
Toze, you are not forever because 
you nearly have broken a promise, 
the promise of a better world. How 
can is do a suchthing? Answer me!
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Little boy is now poop in the pants because he is so scaring. 
Jong Jong is smell it and now he is feeling apollo.

JONG JONG (CONT’D)
I am love being around you, I am 
the protecting of you, you are my 
lovely love son and if the 
suchthing has happened, I will be 
never living myself up. You are 
understanding these? Please, baby, 
you are my only and one, my 
macaroni and cheese, my france and 
fries.

Little Boy then suddenly screams like a monkey!

LITTLE BOY
The france fries? You want the 
talking of a france fries?

Jong Jong is then the laugh.

JONG JONG
Hahahahhahaha, I am the evil one! 
Not have I only double cross, but 
the triple cross is very nicely 
carried out, no?

LITTLE BOY
You sneaky Lucifer!

Jong jong then is the dancing of the moon fire.

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
You are supporting of an obese? YOU 
ARE BETRAYED! I WILL DEAD YOU, 
FUCKING BITCH!

JONG JONG
Not if the Jong Jong can unhelp it!

He is laughing like the Santy Claise.

JONG JONG (CONT’D)
Farefell, you baby!

And is the Jong Jong have disappeared very much and Little 
Boy feeling betrayed.

But this idea strikes him like the paddle to butt.

LITTLE BOY
I am the so upset! That I have to 
must not the couraging to enter the 
strip club!
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EXT. SALEM STRIP CLUB - NIGHT

It has the mean guards and many desperate men not unable to 
enter the premises.

MAN #1
How can is not going let me in? I’m 
the texan ranger, a bang bang bang. 
I am the Americano, how does one 
daring to let gunlicking france
fries eating fat man in here huh?

LITTLE BOY (O.S.)
Because you is not the real cowboy! 
TOZO ARE REAL COWBOY, HUH!

And then Little Boy enter scene and we focus on him as the 
naked ladies drown him in the pussys. 

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
Milfs, please, no. I have the 
showdown mothafockas!

MAN #1
Shootdown with such a little thin 
boy like himself? Hah! You are the 
clown! Make me laugh you clown!

Man #1 is then the imitator and he begins the dance of the 
clown. 

LITTLE BOY
What are you doing, fatty, fatty? 
The clown dance? More like the poop 
dance!

The hooker is then also the laugh and the guarding also the 
laugh and the america citizen also the laugh. Man #1 so 
embarrasing that he peeing in the underwear.

MAN #1 
You damn scallywank!

LITTLE BOY
HA HA HA! You have been the defeat. 
Any final wording, mothafocka? 

MAN #1
Can I have the pussy please?

Little Boy is examine his hooker.

LITTLE BOY
No, why can anyone have such a 
question, eh? 
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Am I looking like the charity? 
Maybe not! Aastalaseven baby!

And then Little become consuming Little Boy’s the anger. And 
he is transformed for the only arch nemesis... Of himself!

His leg then pushed on man’s balls sack and his sperm is dead 
from the pain.

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
Now, you will never have the fatty 
babies again! Ha ha ha! Any last 
sentence, mothafocka?

MAN #1
My balls sack!

LITTLE BOY
That is what my thoughts is!

Little boy then looking at the prospectors in the beside. 
They are naked and their boobies are much big.

LITTLE BOY (CONT’D)
Apollo, the womens. I am not the 
interracial with the you. So long!

And he will ride with his horse away to sunset.

LITTLE BOY  (V.O.)
I have done the travelling so much 
have I forgiven my own name. I am 
unable to computer my own training 
and my genopride is one that is 
helped without valid cause. But 
brights lights and footsteps echo 
helping the form my opinions and 
this belief of dancing will always 
but never be so wrong. The watch 
and time and bing and google, they 
struggle being those things is in 
jokers, with fat men and obese 
lickers, footsteps can’t be 
anything but for great. I am the 
hoping that for one day, one 
teroze, I being travel far enough, 
so much with raw power of a 
olympics winner in the firsting
place. Like Tyson of boxing, like 
killing of perhaps rats, the jelly 
of pink, the coloring in story, a 
prince in with castle. Affair of 
fat woman with liking dog. How must 
the Toze overcoming this?
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And beforing facing ending of journey, Toze has the look of 
back to see many of American fatties with cheer and the 
happiness to fixing their live.

LITTLE BOY
I am the saving!

And he slap horsing on the bumhole and it run the fast.

INT. JUNGLE - DAY

Little boy is jumping to navigate himself thru tree and the 
monkey.

The monkey very special species with powering steal money. 
Because little boy is scared this.

Its progress, with a force that can not be stopped and 
constant raw power, cherish, he has a strong heart love in 
the forest now.

Chest of the finding in front of him, happy heart with the 
love now! When little boy open it, he was able to feel it 
piss pants provide the energy. An electric look. When he 
opening the treasure chest he find, he see the cure for 
obesity, his goal completing.

LITTLE BOY
I having saved the world and 
changing it forever!

FADE OFF.

THE END
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